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Abstract—Evacuation procedures are an integral aspect of the
emergency response strategy of a hospital. Evacuation simulation
models help to properly evaluate and improve evacuation strate-
gies. However, the issue of exit selection during evacuation is
often overlooked and oversimplified in the evacuation simulation
models. Moreover, most of the available evacuation simulation
models lack integration of movement devices and assisted evacu-
ation features. However, finding a solution of these limitations
is a necessity to properly evaluate evacuation strategies. To
tackle this problem, we propose an effective approach to model
exit selection using a fuzzy logic controller (FLC) and simulate
assisted hospital evacuation using Unity3D game engine. Our
research demonstrates that selecting exits based on distance only
is not sufficient for real life situation because it ignores the
unpredictability of human behavior. On the contrary, the use of
the proposed FLC for exit selection makes the simulation more
realistic by addressing the uncertainty and randomness in an
evacuee’s decision-making process. This research can play a vital
role in future developments of evacuation simulation models.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hospitals are generally called a safe building and an
emergency care centre for individuals. Planning for disasters
is essential to reduce the number of disaster-related deaths
and injuries. However, Planning a well-timed evacuation of
complex buildings such as hospitals is difficult. Hospitals have
many patients with fractures or injuries. Majority of them face
evacuation difficulties as they must use wheelchairs or crutches
and can’t move normally.

It can be asserted that the behavioural reaction of the
evacuees throughout the movement plays a vital role in the
evacuation process. The modelling of the movement of the
evacuees which is correlated with behavioural reaction has
been given importance while designing evacuation models.
For safe evacuation, the importance of designing evacuation
models to predict the evacuation process is paramount [1]
Some of these models are; SGEM [2], [3], [4], SIMULEX
[5], [6] EXODUS[7] , EGRESS [8], [9]. Behavioural reaction
plays a major impact in the evacuation process and choosing an
exit is a comparatively complex factor while evacuating. The
term exit not only refers to the final exit which leads outside
the structure but also internal exits which lead the evacuees
from one confined area to another. As there are several exit
options available in a multi-exit structure, the evacuees face a

major dilemma while choosing the right exit. In a situation
where evacuation is necessary, everything occurring in the
environment works as stimuli and shapes the reaction of the
evacuees (e.g., the activity of other evacuees [1]).

Today’s evacuation simulation software allows designers to
easily evaluate evacuation performance for various conditions
and designs of the building’s internal structure. Over the
years, a vast number of models have been developed for
general building evacuation simulation. However, it could be
impossible or inappropriate to use most of these models for
simulating hospital evacuation as it is necessary for hospital
environments to include movement devices (e.g., wheelchair
and crutches) and assisted evacuation features (i.e., the ability
to assist wheelchair users to evacuate). Moreover, proper
modelling of exit selection is needed to make the simulation
process smoother. Hence, we propose an effective approach to
select a proper exit for each evacuee agent (doctors, nurses,
patients, or visitors) using a fuzzy logic controller (FLC)
and develop an assisted hospital evacuation simulation model
using Unity3D game engine.This model can be used by the
hospital authorities to calculate the total evacuation time of
the evacuees. In this way, the efficiency of evacuation measures
will also be quantified which will lead to a safer evacuation
planning and designing.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows: Section II
explores previous research related to our work. Section III
explains the methodology and implementation of this research.
Section IV analyses and discusses the results. Finally, Section
V provides the conclusion of the research.

II. RELATED WORK

There are many evacuation models that can simulate the
evacuation process of a general building. However, most of
these models lack proper integration of movement devices and
assisted evacuation features as these models were developed
to simulate ambulant evacuees. Some of the current evacuation
models which are not explicitly designed to simulate assisted
evacuation but are sufficiently flexible to accomplish this
purpose indirectly. Disabled people were included in certain
models by reducing their speeds. For example, FDS+Evac [10]
model simulates the evacuation of elderly agents at a lower
speed than normal agents. The assisted evacuation of hospitals
and wheelchairs was only investigated by a small range of
studies. For example, Hunt et al. [11], Alonso et al. [12],
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Ursetta et al. [13], and Rahouti et al. [14] simulated assisted
evacuation procedures in a hospital environment. However,
these models lack proper modelling of exit selection.

It is important to take exit selection on a serious note
as the behavior of an individual has considerable impact in
the evacuation process and also has the potential to cause
another emergency [15]. Complications arise when there is an
imbalance in the evacuee crowd. If the structure has uneven
design of exits it will result in an imbalance in the number
of evacuees in the exits [16]. Researchers demonstrated that
some components have direct impact on the evacuees’ decision
making such as, exit distance, the decision of following other
individuals, the exit being in the range of vision, availability
of light in the surrounding, crowd distribution, human psy-
chology, width of the doors, the capacity of a particular exit
, obstacle position, the queue length in the exits, familiarity
with the structure, density of the crowd in particular exits,
exit familiarity, angle made by the exit in respect to current
movement direction, movement direction of other evacuees and
social influence [1], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24]
. A study by Lovreglio et al. [25] demonstrated that in certain
circumstances evacuees crowd up to particular exits avoiding
other available exits. Wang et al. [26] analyzed the behavior
of evacuees during a panic situation by using a combination
of automata and multi-agent based model and demonstrated
that the selection of exit behavior varies based on the crowd
around that exit. These findings were also validated by Xu et
al. [27].

Many models have been developed by researchers in past
decades in order to regulate exit selection during evacuation
[28], [29], [30], [31], [32]. Dynamic background field [33],
[34], bayesian game theory [35], simulated annealing (SA)
and depth-first search (DFS) [36] are some of the proposed
methods to solve this issue. The selection of exit is made
by considering the reciprocity of the group of evacuees in a
game theory based model proposed by Lo et al. [1] which can
be considered as one of the most notable works done in this
research field.

In recent years, researchers have adopted methods like
fuzzy logic, least effort algorithm, game theory, random util-
ity theory, modified multinomial logit model, reinforcement
learning to model exit selection. For example, Yang et al.
utilized fuzzy logic to model exit selection using two input
parameters: Normalized distance and normalized density [37].
Liu et al. followed a similar approach like Yang et al. However,
they combined the output of the fuzzy logic system with exit
width and herding behavior to determine the target exit [38].
Wang et al. utilized game theory to model exit selection.
He considered factors like distance, visual range and choice
firmness [39]. Zhang et al. proposed a multi-exit selection
model considering three factors: distance, density and exit
width [40]. Fu et al. proposed Two multi-exit selection models
based on the social force model to analyze the dynamic change
in exit selection by considering the effect of the exit distance,
exit width, crowd number and crowd distribution [41]. Xu et
al. proposed deep reinforcement learning based exit selection
model named MultiExit-DRL [42]. Cao et al. implemented exit
selection model based on random utility theory [15]. Edrisi et
al. proposed three different exit choice models which are: the
shortest path exit choice, the multinomial logit model, and

the modified multinomial logit model with revising decisions.
Their research demonstrated that the modified multinomial
logit model with revising decisions outperforms the other two
models [43]. Ma et al. modified the social force model and
proposed an integrated exit selection model where evacuees
can observe nearby evacuees and choose the appropriate exit
by calculating the shortest estimated evacuation time [44]. Fu
et al. combined least effort algorithm with a cellular automaton
model to model exit selection while considering the distance
to exits and crowd density around exits [45].

The movement of the evacuees can be distributed in three
levels and among them, exit choice belongs to the highest
strategic level. Mostly it is presumed that the exit selec-
tion is done entirely based on shortest distance optimization
[46], [47], [48]. However, considering only distance is not
enough to properly model the exit selection problem as in
real time situations evacuees consider other relevant factors
as well. Moreover, from the above review we can conclude
that most of the existing exit selection models considered
environmental factors (e.g., exit width, crowd density) while
ignoring psychological factors (e.g., exit familiarity). Previous
works/experiments suggest that factors like familiarity [18],
[24] and visibility [22], [23], [24] can play a vital role in
exit selection as human behavior is unpredictable and does
not depend on one single factor. Thus, a simpler method is
necessary for helping the evacuee agents in quick decision
making. This paper proposes a new approach which consid-
ers psychological factor (exit familiarity) and environmental
factors (exit distance and exit visibility) of exit selection by
using a Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC). Hence, it will be able to
address the unpredictability of human behavior to some extent.
These three factors are taken from the available literature
that were discussed previously. This method will be able to
provide a more realistic evacuation simulation compared to
other methods where exit selection is done solely based on
distance or on random.

III. METHODS

Evacuation simulation models are important for investigat-
ing various evacuation strategies suitable for different scenar-
ios. Reviews of general evacuation simulation models indicate
that these models were mainly developed for normal building
environments where evacuees can usually move unaided. Only
a few studies are available on assisted evacuation.

In this paper, we propose an assisted evacuation simulation
model to simulate the evacuation process of a hospital where
assistants transfer non-ambulant patients from a risky place to
a safe place using hospital devices such as wheelchairs and
other ambulant evacuees (e.g., Doctors, Nurses, patients, and
visitors) evacuate on their own. The proposed model utilizes
a FLC to regulate the exit selection behavior of the ambulant
evacuees (e.g., Doctors, Nurses, patients, and visitors). This
section describes the details of the proposed system design.

A. Software

The simulation was carried out using Unity3D which is a
game development engine developed by Unity Technologies.
This software is capable of building 3D, 2D, Virtual Real-
ity games, simulations, and other interactions. Fuzzy logic
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modelling was done using MATLAB and later implemented
in Unity3D. Finally, 3DS Max, which is a professional 3D
graphics computer tool designed to create 3D animations,
models, and games was used to design the agents and the
movement devices

B. Types of Agents

Occupants with different levels of dependence will be
expected at health facilities. To better simulate the process of
evacuation in this form of setting, it is important to introduce
two types of agents: ambulant agents such as patients, employ-
ees or visitors who can move without help, and non-ambulant
agents such as dependent and highly dependent patients. For
the simulation, six types of agents were considered. These are:
doctors, nurses, visitors, patients with crutches, dependent pa-
tients with wheelchairs, independent patients with wheelchairs.
Fig. 1 illustrates the different agents.

C. Movement Devices

Explicit representation of movement devices is a necessary
requirement to simulate the evacuation of health facilities. Two
types of movement devices were considered for this simu-
lation. These are wheelchairs and crutches. The wheelchairs
can be operated in two ways. In the first case the patient is
disabled but independent. Which means the patient can operate
the wheelchair on its own. In the second case the patient is
both disabled and dependent, so assistance is required from
ambulant agents (e.g., staff, nurse) to move the wheelchair. On
the other hand, crutch users can move on their own without
requiring any assistance. The usage of movement devices is
illustrated in Fig. 1.

D. Layout Design

In this paper, the simulated hospital area is a W x H hall
with 40m x 60m dimension. The considered floor has twenty-
one rooms for patients including beds, one room for nurses,
cafe, one room for dentist, one room for X-ray, one room for

Fig. 1. Agents and Movement Devices used for Simulation. Doctors(red),
Nurses(blue), Visitors(green), Patients with Crutches, Independent Patients

with Wheelchair, Dependent Patients with Wheelchair.

general practitioner and reception. Fig. 2 shows the layout of
the simulation area.

E. Agent’s Navigation System

For this research, we used Unity’s built-in navigation sys-
tem named NavMesh AI [49] which is divided into two main
components. The first one is NavMesh (Navigation Mesh) area,
which is used to define navigable areas in the environment.
This component specifies areas where agents can walk, as
well as the position of obstacles that the agent needs to
avoid. This system is used for pathfinding and AI-controlled
navigation. The second one is the NavMesh Agent component
which is used to define an object as agent and also to set the
agents’ characteristics and features. This NavMesh AI helps
agents to avoid each other, move around the environment
towards a goal/target (e.g., exit). The agents can only move in
the walkable surfaces while avoiding the obstacles and other
agents. In Fig. 2 the blue area is the NavMesh area which
is the agents’ walkable surface. No agent can navigate in the
remaining area. The walls and the furniture are obstacles for
agents and the agents must avoid them while navigating.

F. Modelling Exit Selection

Most of the classical mapping or classification techniques,
regardless of the number of classes or sets can be normalized
down to two sets or classes namely 0 (false) and 1 (true). When
an element belongs to a set, binary mapping evaluates it as 1
or true. If an element does not belong to a set, it is evaluated
as 0 or false. Because of their objective nature traditional
mapping methods only apply to exact correspondence. But
in real life there are many relationships which are not so
black and white. So, these relationships can’t be described
using the traditional binary mapping techniques. Fuzzy logic
however can be utilized to solve this issue to some extent.
It is a mathematical modelling method based on fuzzy sets
and the related membership functions. In fuzzy logic ”degrees
of truth” is taken into consideration rather than exact true or
false (1 and 0). Unlike crisp sets, a fuzzy set allows partial
belonging to a set, that is defined by a degree of membership,
denoted by µ, that can take any value from 0 (element does not
belong at all in the set) to 1 (element belongs fully to the set).

Fig. 2. Layout of the Simulation Environment.
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Everything in between 0 and 1 denotes the extent to which the
element belongs to one set or the other. A fuzzy system is a
repository of the fuzzy expert knowledge that can interpret data
in subjective terms instead of precise Boolean logic. The expert
knowledge is a collection of fuzzy membership functions and
a set of fuzzy rules, known as the rule-base, having the form:
IF (conditions are fulfilled) THEN (consequences are inferred)

Fuzzy logic is proposed in this paper to deal with human
behavior uncertainty while selecting the proper exit during
evacuation. As these parameters are hard to quantify using
crisp calculation. The integration of fuzzy logic into computer
models produced positive results where perception, feelings
and judgment play a significant role. Therefore, human think-
ing and environmental adjustments are integrated in the pro-
posed model using fuzzy laws to model the evacuee agent’s
exit selection behavior during the evacuation.

There are four major parts of a typical Fuzzy Logic
Controller, namely fuzzifier, rule-base, inference engine and
defuzzifier.

The fuzzifier performs fuzzification which is the process
of converting crisp input values into fuzzy data points. In this
process fuzzifier obtains the membership degree of the fuzzy
set from the specific input according to the membership func-
tion. For this research, we have utilized triangular membership
functions for all the linguistic variables.

After attaining the degree of membership for each input
value from the fuzzifier, a rule-base is needed which contains
the if - then rules/conditions that are required to form the
inference process of the output variable. Generally, the rules
are expressed by the fuzzy natural language. The number of
fuzzy rules needed can be determined by multiplying the num-
ber of linguistic variables of all the inputs, for example, our
proposed FLC has 3 input variables: Distance (four linguistic
variables), visibility (three linguistic variables) and familiarity
(three linguistic variables) so a total of (4 x 3 x 3) = 36 if
-then rules are required for the rule base. The rule-base of our
proposed FLC is demonstrated in Table I.

The Inference Engine provides the decision-making logic
of the controller. By applying the fuzzy rules of inference,
it evaluates the fuzzy input values and the provided rules to
deduce the fuzzy output values. For this research, we have
adopted a typical Mamdani fuzzy inference engine [50], [51].

Finally, the defuzzifier converts the fuzzy output into quan-
tifiable and objective crisp output. In this paper the output of
the defuzzifier is the probability of choosing a certain exit. The
centroid defuzzification method is used for the defuzzification
process of our proposed FLC.

Our proposed FLC has three input variables and one output
variable. These are described below:

1) Inputs:

Visibility: Visibility represents the visibility of the exits
which may vary due to different smoke conditions or crowd
density. The visibility of each exit is assigned randomly. The
variable has three linguistic variables: Low Visibility (LV),
Medium Visibility (MV), High Visibility (HV). The range of
visibility is from 0-10.

Distance: This variable provides the distance between an
agent and an exit. The variable has Four linguistic variables:
Very Near (VN), Near (N), Far (F), Very Far (VF). The range
of distance is from 0-45 meter.

Familiarity: Familiarity represents how familiar an agent
is with a specific exit. Same as visibility, familiarity is also
selected randomly. The range is from 0-10. The variable has
three linguistic variables: Not Familiar (NF), Familiar (F), Very
Familiar (VF). Figure 3 visualizes the input variables

2) Output:

Probability of Exit Selection : This variable determines the
selection probability of an exit. The variable has 8 membership
functions: Zero Probability (Z), Very Low (VL), Medium Low
(ML), Low (L), Medium High (MH), High (H), Very High
(VH), One (O). Fig. 4 visualizes the output variable.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section describes the result of the simulation and
discusses the findings of this research. At the beginning, the
agents were placed randomly in the simulation area. When the
simulation begins, the unity NavMesh system allows the agents
to move into the target point (e.g., exit). The FLC determines
the exit for each agent. The simulation ends when all the
agents evacuate from the floor. Fig. 5 shows the initial and
the final position of the agents. The simulation was carried
out by considering two cases.

In the first case the proposed FLC was not included. In the
second case the process was again repeated with the inclusion
of the FLC. A total of 44 agents were simulated in the
environment (3 doctors, 15 nurses, 5 patients with crutches,
11 patients with nurses, 5 patients with wheelchairs and 5
visitors).

For simplicity and ease of visualization only the results
of 10 randomly picked agents were included in the tables
(1 doctor, 2 nurses, 2 patients with crutches, 2 patients with
nurses, 2 patients with wheelchair, 1 visitor). The simulation
was conducted 10 times for each case. The details of the
simulations are provided below.

A. Results

1) Case 1 (Without using FLC): The simulation is con-
ducted without the FLC for the first experiment. The speed
of each agent was set to 1.4m/s. The agent will choose the
nearest exit as we have only considered distance in this case.
Table II provides the simulation results of 10 randomly picked
agents for the first experiment. The table shows the evacuation
time (in seconds) of each agent for each simulation run and
the standard deviation of the evacuation time

2) Case 2 (Using FLC): For the second experiment, the
appropriate exit selection was done by the proposed FLC in-
stead of selecting the nearest exit. The FLC takes the distance,
visibility, and familiarity of each of the exits from each agent
to the exits and calculates the probability of selection for each
exit. The exit with the highest probability of selection is chosen
as the target for each agent. Similar to case 1 The speed of
each agent was set to 1.4m/s. Table III provides the simulation
results for the second experiment.
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Fig. 3. Membership Function for Input Variables (Visibility, Distance, and
Familiarity).

B. Discussion

When the exit is selected based on only distance the
simulation fails to reflect human uncertainty and randomness.
From Table II, it can be seen that the evacuation time of the
agents remained almost the same for each test run and the
standard deviation of the evacuation time is close to 0. On
the contrary, when the FLC is utilized, the agents selected
the exit based on distance, familiarity and visibility which

Fig. 4. Membership Function for Output Variable (Probability of Exit
Selection).

Fig. 5. The Initial Position of Agents (Top), The Final Position (Bottom) of
the Agents During Simulation.

impacted their evacuation time. From Table III it can be seen
the standard deviation of the evacuation time of each agent is
higher than experiment 1. This result provides an important
finding. While simulating without using the FLC the exit is
selected solely based on the distance. So, the agents always
select the nearest exit without considering other factors which
is not the case in real life evacuations. From the reviewed lit-
erature it can be seen that humans consider many factors (e.g.,
the exit being in the range of vision, availability of light in
the surrounding, familiarity with the structure, exit familiarity)
while choosing an exit for evacuation [1], [17]–[22]. This issue
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is solved when the FLC is used as the FLC considers not only
the distance but also the visibility and the familiarity of the
exits. Our proposed method is able to reflect and demonstrate
human uncertainty and randomness to some extent. Hence,
this research demonstrates that considering only distance is
just not enough to select the exit. Including other factors (e.g.,
visibility, familiarity) help to make the evacuation simulation
more realistic and increase the evacuation performance.

V. CONCLUSION

The objective of this research is to model and simulate
assisted hospital [15] evacuation by modelling exit selection
for individual agents (doctors, nurses, patients, or visitors)
using FLC. For this research, only three types of transport
devices have been simulated. Our research findings demon-
strate that the proposed FLC can reflect human randomness
and uncertainty to some extent.

However, the research has some limitations. For example,
the exit is selected only once for each agent. This approach
is not very feasible as the visibility of the exits are constantly
changing in a practical situation. A more dynamic solution
is needed for the selection procedure to properly reflect the
change in visibility and the effect it causes in exit selection.
Another limitation of the proposed FLC is that it only reflects
the effect of three factors. However, in reality humans consider
many other factors while selecting the proper exit which are
not included in the proposed FLC.

Other movement devices should be considered during sim-
ulation to imitate real life situations such as stretchers and
rescue sheets. Moreover, multiple floors and intermediate exits
should be added to the simulation to analyze its effect in
evacuation performance. Finally, the effect of social distancing
should also be considered in the simulation model as social
distancing is a must in the time of pandemic.
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TABLE I. RULE-BASE OF THE PROPOSED FLC

Familiarity NF F VF
Distance

Visibility
VND ND FD VFD VND ND FD VFD VND ND FD VFD

LV H MH L ML VH H MH L O VH H MH
MV MH L ML VL H MH L ML VH H MH L
HV L ML VL Z MH L ML VL H MH L ML
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